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Topic: The Storming Normans 

English 

Writing a story using idea of a story mountain to 

plan it. 

We will be also be writing a newspaper report 

about a volcano erupting 

 

Art 

2D art using different materials linked to 

mountains topic. We will look at  the work 

of Henry Moore and use this as inspiration 

for some of our work. 

 

Science : Sound 
Identify how sounds are made, associating some of them 

with something vibrating. 

Recognise that vibrations from sounds travel through a 

medium to the middle ear. 

Learn about pitch and volume. 

 

 

History:  The Normans. 

Who were the Normans? Why did they invade Britain? 

We will learn about the Norman conquest, events that led 

up to it, the Battle of Fulford, The Battle of Stamford 

Bridge and the Battle of Hastings. We will also look at the 

impact that the Norman iinvasion had on Britai.n. 

 

English  

Writing for different purposes including a recount 

in the first person, instructions (linked to baking 

activites) and diary entries linked to our guided 

reading book ‘The Wreck of the Zanzibar’ by 

Michael Morpurgo. After half term we will focus 

on poetry and newspaper articles linked to The 

Norman Conquest. 

 

Maths 

Geometry – angles and symmetry, sorting shapes 

Developing our skills using multiplication and division 

including word problems. 

Mass, volume and length – measuring and converting 

units 

Perimeter and area 

Temperature – reading a thermometer (Y5) 

Music: Musical style- Pop Music. 

Artist focus- The Beatles. Historical 

context 60s and 70s music.  

Cross-curricular link – Horrible 

histories ‘Norman Style’. 

 

DT/Art: Textiles 

Look at images of the Bayeux tapestry. 

Produce a comic strip to show a story. 

Recreate some scenes from the Bayeux 

Tapestry using textiles and embroidery. 

 

 

PSHE : Healthy relationships  - Friendships, families, 

couples, positive relationships. 

Actions, behaviour and consequences 

 Physical contact -  acceptable and unacceptable 

Collaborative working and shared goals 

R21 Privacy, sharing, personal boundaries 

Religious Education : Incarnation 

What is the Trinity? Learning about God in 

three forms. 

 

P.E : Fitness 

Use all weather running track to see if we can 

walk/run the distance from Stamford Bridge to 

Hastings. (link to Normans topic) 

 Super Start-: Baking a Norman dish (Spiced date loaf or vegetable 

soup) 
Fabulous Finish-: Make a model of a Norman castle or a Norman 

shield. 

French :  

 On fait la fete (celebrations) 

Learn about birthdays and the 

months of the year in French 
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